Sirris
Technologiepark – Zwijnaarde 48
9052 Zwijnaarde

Coming from the Highway E40
(from Brussels):
- exit Merelbeke / R4 --> Eeklo
- on R4, exit Oudenaarde N60
- take the entrance to the park on
the N60 (see map)
- Follow directions to zone A2
- At the roundabout in the park, take
the first right, then straight
away on the parking lot. The
MRC building is located at the far
end of the parking lot.
(from Bruges)
- exit Expo / R4 --> Merelbeke
- on R4, exit Oudenaarde N60
- continue as above from N60

Coming from the Highway E17:
- exit De Pinte/Oudenaarde N60--> Gent
- take the entrance to the park on
the N60 (see map)
- Follow directions to zone A2
- At the roundabout in the park, take the first right,
then straight away on the parking lot. The MRC
building is located at the far end of the parking lot.